NEWSLETTER

II INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL ONLINE CONFERENCE

“The financial system of the country: Tendencies and prospects of development”

April 24, 2015

Location:
Department of Economics
National Univeristy of Ostroh Academy (Ostroh, Ukraine)

The conference will be held online from 10.30 to 13.00

Conference Themes

1. Development of financial and credit relations in market conditions.
2. Financial and budgetary mechanism and its impact on economic development.
3. Taxes and tax policy in the financial system of the country.
4. Finance of economic entities in the financial system.
5. Theory and practice of accounting and analytical economic entities.

Conference working languages are Ukrainian, English and Russian.

Conference Details

- For participation in the conference you need to submit the needed papers at http://finconf.oa.edu.ua, the deadline is on April 10, 2015. Filename must include the author's full name and number of the conference area. For example: Karpova_tezu_2.doc, Karpova_zayavka.doc, Karpova_kvytansiya.doc.)

IMPORTANT! Sent materials considered as accepted after receiving confirmation by the Organizing Committee on your e-mail and registration at: http://finconf.oa.edu.ua.

Requirements for Materials

Size - up to 3 pages of A4 format, including bibliography, tables and figures. Text editor - Microsoft Word.
Example of the Proposal Form

УДК ……

AGRICULTURAL PROTECTIONISM IN UKRAINE

L.V. Kozak¹, S.V. Leonov²

¹The National University of Ostroh Academy, kozak@ukr.net
²Institute of Economics of the National Academy of Sciences of Byelosurria, leonov@tut.by

Text

Literature:


Contact address:

College of Economics, The National University of Ostroh Academy, Seminarska St. 2, Ostroh, Rivno region, Ukraine, 35800.

For additional information about the conference please contact:

Olha Nedzvedovska tel.+38 (097) 553-83-85
E-mail: olga.nedzvedovska@oa.edu.ua

To the attention of researchers, graduate and doctoral students!

We invite you to publish materials in Scientific Notes of the National University of Ostrog Academy, series "Economics", which is recommended as a special edition in Economic Sciences (Decree of Presidium of HAC of Ukraine from 14.04.2010 № 01-05/3 y).

Publishing of the collection is periodic. Information on publications is on the official website of the National University of Ostrog Academy under the heading "Events" and online publications at ecj.oa.edu.ua.

Contact person - Olha Kryvytska
mob. phone +38(067) 915-77-12
E-mail: olha.kryvytska@oa.edu.ua